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Experience Dunkirk at the Omni Theater, an IMAX® Dome
An action-packed 70mm 2D IMAX® film experience like no other
Fort Worth, TX - Tickets are on sale now for Dunkirk at the Fort Worth Museum of Science and History's Omni
Theater, an IMAX® Dome. The film opens at the Omni Theater and nationally on July 21, with early showings
set for Thursday, July 20. Anticipation is growing about the technique used by director Christopher Nolan, who
filmed most of Dunkirk with 15 perf 65mm IMAX® cameras. These specific sequences, which will expand to fill
40% more of the screen exclusively in IMAX®, will deliver unprecedented crispness and clarity and a truly
immersive experience for moviegoers. Nolan previously used IMAX® cameras to film sequences in The Dark
Knight, The Dark Knight Rises and Interstellar.
"The majority of the film will expand vertically to fill the IMAX® dome screen with vivid color, clarity and detail,
unmatched by other theaters," said Omni Theater Director Jonathan Orr. "Filmgoers will hear the film on fifty
speakers running on 24,000 watts of power. It all adds up to a unique giant screen experience that makes our
guests feel as though they are inside the movie."
Dunkirk tells the story of a heroic, real-life WWII mission. In May 1940, Germany advanced into France,
trapping Allied troops on the beaches of Dunkirk. Under air and ground cover from British and French forces,
troops were slowly and methodically evacuated from the beach using every serviceable naval and civilian
vessel that could be found.
The Omni Theater offers its fully immersive IMAX Experience® via an innovative tilt-domed screen. This
viewing experience is the largest of its kind west of the Mississippi River, with an eight-story tall and 120-foot
wide screen. The theater features 70mm film projection which combines the brightest, clearest images at
almost 10 times the resolution of standard projection formats, with powerful, laser-aligned digital sound and
customized theater geometry to create the world's most captivating film experience.
Dunkirk's MPAA rating is PG-13. Tickets are $13 with discounts available to Museum members and military.
Learn more and buy tickets here.
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About the Fort Worth Museum of Science and History
The Museum was established in 1941 and is accredited by the American Alliance of Museums. Anchored by its rich collections, the Museum is
dedicated to lifelong learning. It engages guests through creative, vibrant programs and exhibits interpreting science and the history of Texas and
the Southwest. The Museum is open daily, except Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve and Christmas Day. Visit www.fortworthmuseum.org for more.

